INFLUENCE AND PERSUASION
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WRITING FOR
BUSINESS IMPACT:
STYLE

OUTCOMES

Write and Edit Using Six Principles

• Yield immediate results in the way you think, write, and edit
your daily business communication
• Improve your productivity and speed decision making,
without compromizing the complexity of the points you want
to communicate

In our digital world, business communication mostly occurs
through writing. This can range from emails to annual
reports, sent to colleagues inside the ,company or across
borders and time zones.

• Improve your "Style Quotient" dramatically
• Take away Writer's Toolkits, handy checklists reminding you
to apply the principles for effective writing

Yet according to industry reports, good business
communication is not considered a top learning priority, and
this is costing companies billions each year.

YOU WILL

CorpU’s new course, Writing for Business Impact, will help
your company create a culture in which writing clearly,
informatively, and persuasively becomes second nature to
employees.

• Learn the "Six Principles of Style" model, which teaches you to
identify and write for your target audiences with confidence,
clarity, and persuasion
• Understand the "Style Quotient", a diagnostic tool that evaluates
the effectiveness of your writing at any moment
• Learn to position problems and solutions throughout your text to
entice and engage readers, drawing them in and holding their
attention

This course is for leaders at all levels and should be an
integral part of development programs from onboarding to
senior leaders. All business leaders will benefit, since all
leaders need to effectively communicate (through email,
proposals, business cases, blogs, press, meeting agendas,
and deliverables, etc), as well as influence and persuade at
all levels inside and outside their organization.

ABOUT THE EXPERTS

This course is designed to give you a critical edge in today’s
global marketplace. The three-week course combines
individual and collaborative learning through carefully
chosen exercises, industry examples, readings, video
lectures, and faculty coaching.

ROHIT GOEL
• Director/Professor of the Bombay Institute for
Critical Analysis and Research (BICAR)
• Degrees from University of Cambridge,
Harvard College, University of Chicago

KEVIN JONES
• Independent arts writer in Dubai
• Current UAE Desk Editor for Art Asia Pacific
• New-York born, Paris-bred, has lived in the
Middle East for 13 years
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THE SIX PRINCIPLES OF STYLE

Before You Write
Reader Perception
Persuading Readers
Write to Inform
Attend Live Event

WEEK
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APPLICATION WEEK

• Choose and Work on Writing Assignment
• Discuss the Writer's Checklist with peers and
Expert
• Submit Work and Ask Questions
• Attend Live Event
Learn more at corpu.com

